
FAST FACTS

The Music Mind offers high-quality, one-of-a-kind K-Pop content 
including in-depth interviews, videos and editorials. We flex our music 
industry muscles and connect you with the stars directly. The Music 
Mind is your direct connection to the biggest stars in K-Pop. 

Kpop industry coverage has been clouded by tabloids and gossip. 
It’s hard for fans to find out what idols really think, forcing them to rely 
on word of mouth and unsubstantiated rumors.

The Music Mind allows Idols to intimately connect with their fans by 
expressing their opinions and experiences directly on our website. We 
even work with idols to create exclusive behind the scenes videos 
ununavailable anywhere else. 

K-pop has come a long way since the Hallyu wave began in 2008. 
The K-pop trend that began in East Asia has since spread all over 
the world. The rapid expansion of the K-pop industry makes it hard 
to keep track of the latest industry news and has paved the pay for 
lazy reporting of rumors and often blatant lies. 

Our artist driven content is like nothing else on the scene. No other 
KKpop website has a platform for artists to directly talk with their 
fans. Social media is good for short bites of life, but what about  
more meaningful pieces? 

We’ll also pair up idols with their favourite brands for exclusive 
sponsorship deals through music mind. Does Zico have a favorite 
coffee shop or sneaker brand? Great! He has a chance to write 
about the shop and promote it through our platform. We’re going 
further than sponsored posts, we’re tapping into what idols actually 
feel passionate about. 

K-Pop fans can also have their voices heard by becoming 
contributing writers on the main site and on blogs hosted on 
The Music Mind. More than just K-Pop, contributors and idols can 
write about the industry, personal experiences or even about Korean 
culture. 

We’ve worked for the big names in K-Pop like JYP Entertainment. That 
means we can give you backstage access and a chance to connect 
with the biggest idols in the industry. 
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Beyond just idols, The Music Mind gets in-depth interviews with 
producers, choreographers and executives, so fans can see how 
their favorite songs and music videos are produced. 

For fans who want more, our in-depth K-Pop database allows 
netizens to view the biographies, song lyrics and top songs lists of 
their favorite performers. 
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